IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

To Office  Bridges and Structures                      Date    February 1, 2008

Attention  All Employees                               Ref No.  521.1

From    Gary Novey                                      

Office  Bridges and Structures                        

Subject  Correction of BTC & BTD Beam Standards, 4700, 4719, (1 of 2), 4730, and 4748 (1 of 2)  
         (CADD M0101)

Electronic copies are now available in the following Office of Bridges and Structures  
standard directory W:\Highway\Bridge\Standards\Bridges and on the Internet:  

http://www.dot.state.ia.us/bridge/standard.htm

The Beam Standards 4700, 4719 Sheet 1 of 2, 4730, and 4748 Sheet 1 of 2 were corrected.

- The vertical dimension on the 6b3 bar was shortened by ½ inch to better meet the  
  Specification’s tolerances. The overall length of these bars was not changed.

If you have any questions on these corrected standard sheets, please check with Thayne  
Sorenson or Dean Bierwagen.
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